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Building the Body is published 4 times a year and gives a new slant on bodybuilding. It’s all
about how to get the most from your training by having a holistic approach, paying attention to all
aspects of your workouts, nutrition, attitude and recuperation. Unlike other bodybuilding mags
that contain 75% advertising, it contains no paid advertising, just helpful information based on
my personal experience and that of my clients.1. Getting the Most from Your Workouts is about
how to allow for recuperation from training. If you don't give yourself enough time you simply
won't grow muscle. I've found when you space your workouts according to the condition you are
in and give yourself enough time to let soreness subside results are better.2. Age Appropriate
Training deals with how aging effects the intensity of your workouts. The maxim for age related
training is train less frequently but harder as you get older. This is how I do it.3. Minimal Diet for
Maximum Muscularity is the theme in my newest course, High Def Handbook. Do you have extra
body fat you'd like to eliminate? It's best to eat fewer calories but make your diet as nutritionally
dense as possible. Supplementation with free form amino acids and super foods like liver extract
certainly helps.4. Further Encounters with the Muse recounts a recent experience with the
creative aspects of my Higher Self or Muse. The personal growth techniques I learned are very
valuable, I've been applying them and problems have been transforming into happiness.5. My
Guitars and Mantra CD. Recently I built two guitars, a 6 string and bass guitar. I used them to
record a special Mantra CD to listen to that crowds out negative thinking. It works! Building your
body is about more than just lifting weights. Eliminating the energy drain imposed by doubt and
worry conserves one's vitality and sparks incentive to train harder.6. Two Way Split Workout
program is a great maintenance routine for those with limited time or coming off a layoff. It's
worked well for me and will for you too.7. High Reps for Rehab is a new training technique I've
incorporated into my workouts. Doing higher reps in the 20 to 40 range gives me a fantastic
pump, heals injuries, makes my workouts go faster, and has increased my training motivation.
You'll want to try this if you've reached a sticking point in your training.8. The Art of Posing by
bodybuilding veteran Leo Stern, coach and photographer of Bill Pearl takes a look at the
greatest posers of all time in this interesting retrospective piece.9. Dexter Jackson wins Mr.
Olympia! Finally a non-monstrous quality bodybuilder captures the top title. See the photos, read
the comments.10. Cell Visualization by Shiva Ayyadurai Ph. D. This systems biologist at MIT is a
bodybuilder and Fulbright Scholar who gives techniques designed to stimulate muscle growth at
the cellular level.11. What Does it Feel Like to be a Healthy Human Being? A fascinating article
by Anti-Aging Medicine Specialist Lane Sebring MD compares the vitality of indigenous people
from the past with people today.12. Frankly Speaking give me a chance to describe personal
projects and experiences.



"Though slim, this volume packs a wallop, taking an exhaustive look at the history of
reproduction and the prevention thereof . . . Wittenstein leaves no stone unturned . . . She's
careful, as well, to consider reproductive rights as a global issue." --BOOKLIST *Starred*
review."VERDICT Well written and impeccably researched, this volume will appeal to budding
activists and feminists and to those concerned about human rights." --SCHOOL
LIBRARYJOURNAL."The interplay of complex political, medical, and societal issues involved in
reproductive rights is clearly explained and placed in its historical context. . . A valuable
resource." --KIRKUS REVIEW. --This text refers to the library edition.About the AuthorBefore
becoming an author, VICKI ORANKSY WITTENSTEIN prosecuted criminal cases as an
assistant district attorney with the Manhattan DistrictAttorney's office. She earned an MFA in
writing for children and youngadults from Vermont College of Fine Arts. Vicki has written a
number ofscience articles and books for the juvenile market, including PLANETHUNTER:
GEOFF MARCY AND THE SEARCH FOR OTHER EARTHS, which won the 2011Science
Communication Award from the American Institute of Physics. Herbook FOR THE GOOD OF
MANKIND? THE SHAMEFUL HISTORY OF HUMAN MEDICALEXPERIMENTATION was a
Junior Library Guild selection. In a starredreview, BOOKLIST says Vicki's latest book,
REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS: WHODECIDES? "packs a wallop." The book is also a Junior Library
Guildselection. Vicki and her husband live in Brooklyn, New York. Visit herwebsite at
vickiwittenstein.com. --This text refers to the library edition.
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Frank Zane’sBuilding the BodyAutumn 2008 Quarterly Published quarterly during each of the
four seasons, $24 a year in U.S., $25.86 in California, $30 in Canada & Mexico & $35
overseas. For your convenienceRenewal is automaticInform us if you do notwant auto renewal. 2
YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $40, $43.10 IN CA., $50 CANADA & MEXICO,$60 OVERSEAS. Po Box
4088La Mesa, CA 91944 800-323-7537, 619-462-5300Website: www.FrankZane.comEmail:
Zane0001@aol.comIN THIS ISSUE Getting the Most from your Workouts - How long should it
take to recuperate?Age Appropriate Training - Age effects workout intensityMinimal Diet for
Maximum Muscularity - How I eat to stay lean and satisfy my appetiteLiver Extract & Digestive
Enzymes - don’t neglect themFurther Encounters with the Muse - gives Frank new techniques
for personal growthTwo Way Split Routine for maintenance trainingMy Guitars & Mantra CD -
Building playing recording two guitarsJackson wins Mr. OlympiaThe Art of Posing by Leo Stern,
Bill Pearl’s coachHigh Reps for Rehab – my shoulders are healingCell Visualization
techniquesHow Does it Feel to be a Healthy Human Being? - By Lane SebringFrankly Speaking
news and specialsGetting the Most From Workouts. Does this mean that you can get a workout
which is so effective that it takes 5 days of rest to recuperate from it? Either the workout is very
effective, or my recuperation is not as efficient as it was years ago. Probably some of each,
whatever it is I make the best of it.After two months of solid training with clients I get a few weeks
rest to relax and experience the extent of soreness I’ve accumulated. It must be paid back by
letting it lift off the body. My legs have been very sore even without working them, I think it’s all
the steps I walk up and down in my house, hundreds a day. It’s a calf and thigh workout. Last I
worked legs was weeks ago and when I get back to it training with clients I’ll only do one set of 1
legged extension, 1 legged curl, light Leg Blaster squat and abs, no calf work.July 19th I got this
workout:70 degree incline dumbbell press 27.5 pounds 25 slow (negative) reps, v-1 incline
press machine 75 pounds x 15 reps, decline fly 25 pounds 20 reps, pullover machine 105
pounds 18 reps, close neutral grip pulldown 120 pounds 15 reps 125 pounds 10 reps, rear delt
machine 70 pounds 20 reps, 50 leg raise, 50 crunches. This is 8 total sets and 100 total reps on
abs.I was sore for a few days, and then 5 days later on July 24th did:Arns—dip machine 140
pounds 14 reps, pressdown 50 pounds for 12 reps, close grip v-1 machine bench press 70 x12
reps, overhead cable extension 40 pounds 10 reps, all done with about 30 seconds rest
between sets. I got a tremendous pump.Then I did Panatta Machine 1 arm curl 55 pounds 12
reps (One arm dumbbell concentration curl is an alternative to Panatta curl), preacher cable curl
90x12, 80x 8 drop set (no rest between weight changes), Preacher Cable curl with rope 72.5
pounds x 12 reps.Abs: 50 incline leg raise, 60 crunches. As in last workout this was 8 total sets
and again, I’m sore for days. Getting a lot of rest and feel like I’m growing, right rear delt is very
sore. Often tape magnets on it even on days I’m not training, eases pain by a good 40
percent.One factor that dictates the frequency of my workouts is how sore an area is after
working it and how long it stays sore. I wait until it’s no longer sore, maybe just slightly stiff from



not working it, before I began training it again. When I do start training it again — it may be as
long as 5 or 6 days, I do one set of high reps with a light weightThis happened recently. After
training with higher and higher reps on my one set of 70 degree incline dumbbell press, using
weights between 22.5 and 27.5 pounds, I achieved the following marks on fpur successive torso
workouts over a period of 3 weeks. I did 25 pounds 30 reps, 22.5 pounds 35 reps, 25 pounds 40
reps, 22.5 pounds 45 reps. On the last shoulder workout I did a bunch of other shoulder, chest
and back exercises. My right lateral deltoid was sore for a week. Did ultra sound on it the
following night, keeping magnets on it much of the day.I think the long term effects of doing high
reps on this exercise is healing. I noticed a decrease in shoulder pain after workouts, it was only
after this last intense workout (plus the fact that I trained 5 days in a row with clients) that my
shoulder protested. When I got back to it after the soreness subsided I kept my reps high, 20 to
30 on everything, and stretched a lot between setsHere’s a minimum workout I’m planning: Torso
—70 degree incline DB press, decline DB flye, DB pullover, close grip parallel grip pulldown, low
cable row, rear delt machine. 1 arm DB row.Legs– leg extension, leg curl, leg blaster squats light
weight. Extra ab workArms—close grip bench press, pressdown, one arm DB extension, 1 arm
Panatta Curl, preacher cable curl, rope preacher cable curl, barbell wrist curl.That’s a total of 7
sets on torso day, 3 sets on leg day with 300 reps on abs), and 7 sets on arm day. It seems like a
bare minimum workout, it is, except for one thing: each set is a high rep set, 20 to 40 reps. This
takes tremendous focus and give the overall effect of multiple sets. The pump is tremendous and
if the movement is done strictly and correctly with the right amount of weight and tempo, the
effect on the joints is minimized. Joints and surrounding muscle tissue are infused with blood by
the end of each set and the pump lasts a good five minutes. Stretching right after you complete
the set with give an even better longer pump. Nevertheless, you don’t want to wait 5 minutes
before you do your next set. Work at doing a set every two minutes. This doesn’t mean two
minutes rest between sets, it means starting a set at every two minute marker. This amounts to
about one minute rest between sets. If you can work up to that you’ll get a tremendous workout
in a minimum time.But in order to do this you’ll have to drop your weights way down, especially
at first. Don’t let it be a blow to your ego, just do it. You’ll see how challenging it is to do higher
reps in perfect form with slow negatives. You will benefit.The thought crossed my mind that
maybe this delayed recuperation from soreness was an inevitable result of the aging process.
Can’t expect to train like I did in my 30s and I haven’t for a while. Seems like I’m training less and
less, getting more frequent soreness, and resting more. When one trains less, the body adjust to
it and less training is required. I’m OK with it, not trying to grow massive muscles anymore, just to
stay lean with a decent amount of muscular definition. My main workout criteria is to get a good
pump on every set and I’m certainly doing this with the high repetition sets. I really enjoy the
change of pace. Nevertheless, if you want to make progress at any age you must push yourself
and work through the soreness. The question always is how much is enough? Time will tell. Age
50 at 65Age Appropriate Training What’s the maximum and the minimum amount of workouts
needed for progress, how many sets, reps, weights, workout frequency, what kind of training



cycle, how much aerobics, stretching, what kind of diet and food supplements are best? These
questions are what I investigate in my training on a continual basis.The older I get the less I train.
I get more sore, need longer to recuperate from the soreness, and use it as my guide as when to
train, it could last as long as 6 days between workouts.
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sore. Often tape magnets on it even on days I’m not training, eases pain by a good 40
percent.One factor that dictates the frequency of my workouts is how sore an area is after
working it and how long it stays sore. I wait until it’s no longer sore, maybe just slightly stiff from
not working it, before I began training it again. When I do start training it again — it may be as
long as 5 or 6 days, I do one set of high reps with a light weightThis happened recently. After
training with higher and higher reps on my one set of 70 degree incline dumbbell press, using
weights between 22.5 and 27.5 pounds, I achieved the following marks on fpur successive torso
workouts over a period of 3 weeks. I did 25 pounds 30 reps, 22.5 pounds 35 reps, 25 pounds 40
reps, 22.5 pounds 45 reps. On the last shoulder workout I did a bunch of other shoulder, chest
and back exercises. My right lateral deltoid was sore for a week. Did ultra sound on it the
following night, keeping magnets on it much of the day.I think the long term effects of doing high
reps on this exercise is healing. I noticed a decrease in shoulder pain after workouts, it was only
after this last intense workout (plus the fact that I trained 5 days in a row with clients) that my
shoulder protested. When I got back to it after the soreness subsided I kept my reps high, 20 to
30 on everything, and stretched a lot between setsHere’s a minimum workout I’m planning: Torso
—70 degree incline DB press, decline DB flye, DB pullover, close grip parallel grip pulldown, low
cable row, rear delt machine. 1 arm DB row.Legs– leg extension, leg curl, leg blaster squats light
weight. Extra ab workArms—close grip bench press, pressdown, one arm DB extension, 1 arm
Panatta Curl, preacher cable curl, rope preacher cable curl, barbell wrist curl.That’s a total of 7
sets on torso day, 3 sets on leg day with 300 reps on abs), and 7 sets on arm day. It seems like a
bare minimum workout, it is, except for one thing: each set is a high rep set, 20 to 40 reps. This
takes tremendous focus and give the overall effect of multiple sets. The pump is tremendous and
if the movement is done strictly and correctly with the right amount of weight and tempo, the
effect on the joints is minimized. Joints and surrounding muscle tissue are infused with blood by
the end of each set and the pump lasts a good five minutes. Stretching right after you complete
the set with give an even better longer pump. Nevertheless, you don’t want to wait 5 minutes
before you do your next set. Work at doing a set every two minutes. This doesn’t mean two
minutes rest between sets, it means starting a set at every two minute marker. This amounts to
about one minute rest between sets. If you can work up to that you’ll get a tremendous workout
in a minimum time.But in order to do this you’ll have to drop your weights way down, especially
at first. Don’t let it be a blow to your ego, just do it. You’ll see how challenging it is to do higher
reps in perfect form with slow negatives. You will benefit.The thought crossed my mind that
maybe this delayed recuperation from soreness was an inevitable result of the aging process.
Can’t expect to train like I did in my 30s and I haven’t for a while. Seems like I’m training less and
less, getting more frequent soreness, and resting more. When one trains less, the body adjust to
it and less training is required. I’m OK with it, not trying to grow massive muscles anymore, just to
stay lean with a decent amount of muscular definition. My main workout criteria is to get a good
pump on every set and I’m certainly doing this with the high repetition sets. I really enjoy the
change of pace. Nevertheless, if you want to make progress at any age you must push yourself



and work through the soreness. The question always is how much is enough? Time will tell. Age
50 at 65Age Appropriate Training What’s the maximum and the minimum amount of workouts
needed for progress, how many sets, reps, weights, workout frequency, what kind of training
cycle, how much aerobics, stretching, what kind of diet and food supplements are best? These
questions are what I investigate in my training on a continual basis.The older I get the less I train.
I get more sore, need longer to recuperate from the soreness, and use it as my guide as when to
train, it could last as long as 6 days between workouts.Curiously, I notice when I have clients and
train with them, the soreness goes away right after the beginning of the workout, I get a pump by
doing one set of high reps of each exercise and stretching between sets. A few hours later
soreness erupts, increasing during the night and presents itself full blow the following morning,
and depending of the severity of the workout, lasts for as long as 5 or 6 days. Sometimes I’m
sore going into a workout but it fades as the workout ensues. It’s best to let this soreness resolve
itself and heal itself adequately, this is how growth occurs, time must be allowed for recuperation
and healing. With this in mind I don’t rush from one workout to the next, unless I have to. When I
do rush I pay the price of chronic soreness (especially in the shoulders) and possible injury.
True, when one is used to training a lot his whole life and now finds himself with other priorities
and with injuries it makes it necessary to slow down a bit. Question is “how do I fill the time gap
created by the training vacancy?” The answer is to come up with good time investments that
require a minimum of energy expenditure. I’ve certainly had lots to do lately so a little extra time
and energy from not training as hard comes in handy. The time investment best be one that
gives you joy in performing it. In 1992 I wrote Fabulously Fit Forever. Being 50 years old at the
time, I got into my best physical condition since competition days 9 years earlier. In my peak
condition preparation I noticed I couldn’t do as much as when I competed. Still, I managed to do
my best, got into great shape and took some good photos. Now in my mid sixties I’ve notice a
further slowdown in the last few years. The demon reared it’s head at age 61. I found out I
needed more rest between workouts.I postulated this in Fabulously Fit Forever, advocating
weight training 6 days a week in your twenties, 5 days a week in your thirties, 4 days a week in
your 40s, 3 days a week in your 50s, two days a week in your 60s, one day a week in your 70s
and beyond. Now that’s just weight training, not aerobic or recreational exercise, you should get
at least one aerobic and one recreational/aerobic session. What works for me is walking my
dogs for 45 minutes twice a week in San Diego’s beautiful Balboa Park.
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D. Jester, “Concise useful info about bodybuilding!. This is another good issue of Building The
Body. If you add this to your Kindle collection, do not expect it to look like the magazines you find
on the shelves of newsstands and supermarket periodical racks. Those magazines are about
85% advertising these days, and some of what remains is hype. In Frank Zane's Building The
Body, he tells you the FACTS about what he does workout wise, and tells the TRUTH about what
food supplements he uses (not as ads, either, just says what he uses, in what amounts, when,
and how). He is very big on meditation and visualization, and often includes articles on those
topics, sometimes which he wrote, some of which are written by other experts. Unlike the other
bodybuilding magazines, Building The Body also includes, in some issues, this one included:
anti-aging articles and how to stay fit and healthy to an advanced age. There is also some
"muscle gossip" about what goes on behind the scenes of major contests, and some history
about what went on years ago during the Golden Age of bodybuilding. Included in this issue is
an article about Frank's acquisition of a new guitar he likes, similar articles about Frank and his
lovely wife Christine's non bodybuilding interests appear in Building The Body at times.
Personally I like reading those, but if you have no interest, you can also skip those articles, and
just read the bodybuilding, health, and fitness articles, which are what dominate. When you look
at the chapter list for each issue on Amazon, you can see what topics are covered, and pick the
issues you think suit you best. Personally, I have a lot of back issues in hard copy, and I am now
filling in the gaps with the Kindle editions. One word of caution to some readers of this review: IF
your interest is in developing a monster physique-size at the cost of looking almost freakish-you
will not find much here to your liking. When Frank covers big events like the Mr. Olympia (which
he won 3 times, back when aesthetic appeal, symmetry, and proportion mattered more than
size), he always gives his assessment of the contestants from the standpoint of who had the
most visual appeal, not just who was biggest. Just look at the covers on the Kindle editions,
which you can see before you buy, and if that is the type of physique you are interested in, or if
you are interested in looking great at the beach AND staying healthy, Building The Body is for
you.”

The book by Rebecca Black has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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